NOC & Sports Confederation of Denmark

NOC and Sports Confederation of Denmark adopts strong regulations against match fixing

regulations against MANIPULATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS (MATCH-FIXING) & SIMILAR UNETHICAL CONDUCT
subjects

**When?**  Adopted on 4th of may 2013

**WHY?**  the reasons behind noc denmark’s new regulations against matchfixing

**WHAT?**  definition of matchfixing (and similar unethical conduct) - what is prohibited?

**Who?**  The persons covered (liable)

**how?**  The sanctions

**Where?**  Case management - hotline, fair trial etc.

**What else?**  follow up?
When?

4th May 2013

61 member federations
> 9,000 clubs
> 1,900,000 members
Why? (1/2)

sport or nothing...
Why? (2/2)

International level

council of europe
International convention being drafted. governments will be committed to take action.

EU, ioc, ifs, etc.
various action plans

National level

national working group
ministry of culture

sports own rules
DIF – first mover!
What?

matchfixing

MANIPULATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS
(prohibited, if financial advantage)

SIMILAR UNETHICAL CONDUCT

Betting on your own competition
Abuse of insider information
Receipt of certain gifts etc.
Who?

Members &

any one else who participates
How (the sanctions)?

Temporary or permanent suspension
Penalty or other pecuniary sanction
Withdrawal of prize money or similar gifts of any kind
Disqualification (cancellation) of results achieved or similar sports disciplinary sanctions
Where?

the hotline!

The matchfixing secretariat
The matchfixing tribunal
DIF’s Court of Appeal
What else - the follow up

Information campaign (November 2013)

Code of conduct for federations

General discussion about values